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Abstract. So far,the chromosomal studies are the most established

method of biological dosimetry.We compared this method with

micronucleus and apoptosis detection method simultaneously in V-79

cells.The frequency of apoptotic cells in low doses (0.1-0.5Gy) are

more prominent than tow other methods in Vitro.Persumbaly,

apoptosis may be chosen as a preferable alternative biological

dosimetry or environmental assessment of biological effects of

ionizing radiation [1].

1. Introduction

After radiation accidents or long term radiation absorption,

it is important to estimate the absorbed dose by exposed persons in

order to plan for their therapy or preventive implications. And

even in situations where the physical measurement of dose is

feasible,an independent estimation by biological methods can prove

very useful.Todays,the most fully applicable biological indicator

of exposure to ionizing radiation is the study of chromosomal

aberrations for instance dicentrics which are readily recognizable

by identifying the two centromers of the dicentric chromosomes [2].

Micronucleus assessment as an alternative reliable method to

the scoring of chromosome aberrations have been suggested [3,4,5].

However, remarkable application of apoptosis in cells after

irradiation, have been reported, for instance as an indicator in
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intrinsic radiosensitivity [6,7] assessment of delayed reproductive

death or lethal mutation [8,9,10]

We used established cells (V-79 cells) to compare the

quantitative responses of three abovementioned indicators in early

responses or in the progeny of irradiated cells simultaneously to

find the reasonable method of radiobiological assessment.

2. Material and Methods

Experiments were performed on V79 cells obtained from Dr.B.

Michael (CRC Gray , aboratory , Mount Vernon Hospital UK) as

reported [8,9].

Doses of X - rays , ranging 0.1 to 12 Gy were given using a

320-kVp energy with filtration of 0.5 mm copper and the dose rate

at distance of 70 cm was 0.5 Gy per min for high doses,but in low

doses It was adjusted to 0.1 Gy/min, homogeneity in the field was

5% . Chromosome preparation, micronuclei (M.N) assessment and

apoptosis detection as reported [8,9,10]. These three end points

were assessed in appropriate times , early after irradiation or the

Kinetic of their offsprings . The engulfment phenomenon of

apoptotic bodies have been detected by either Giemsa or Apoptag'

metods which have been reported for first time in vitro [10]. In

addition, the experiment was prepared to see whether after a first

dose which lead to an increased frequency of delayed dicentrics,

M.N or apoptosis, reirradiation of those cells would increase the

frequency even more with the same dose. The protocols were planned

to have enough cells one week after irradiations, from each dose

point which was chosen randomly.
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3. Results

The highest frequency of dicentric chromosomes, M.N were

obtained 24hr and apoptosis were determined 48hr after irradiation

in all ranges of doses in comparison with other assessing times.

The frequency of dicentrics and M.N in low doses (0.1-0.5 Gy) were

in control level (about 1%), whereas, apoptosis frequency were

higher than others, but increased according to linear quadratic

dose-response curve up to higher doses, but, this time dependent

maximum out come for M.N were different. The frequency of cells

with micronuclei increased with dose reached a peak value of

approximately 50% at 4Gy, decreasing at higher dose to a plateau at

around 30% [8]. The morphological criteria of apoptosis was, an

intact shape of the cytoplasm which the nucleus showed condensation

either margination or fragmentation [9,10].

The frequency of delayed dicentrics, delayed micronuclei and

delayed apoptosis after twice the same dose given at 1 week

interval more or less was the same as the delayed frequency of

three end points after a single dose independent of actual doses.

Interestingly, in all aimes of the study delayed responses was dose

dependent up to 3 Gy and then reached a plateau (figure-2).

All experiments were repeated three times and the points in

both figures are the mean value of three independent results. In

order to quantity the low dose limit of this assay, all the data

measured in the time course experiments at low doses up to 0.5 Gy

at different times were taken and it was checked using a t-testat

doses in which the fraction of three end-points would be

significantly above the control that would be the most convenient

factor. A significance level p of 0.05 was used in this analysis.
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Figure.1. The frequency of dicentric chromosomes 24h,

micronuclei 24h and apoptosis 48h after irradiation.

The points are mean of 3 independent experiments.
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Figure.2. The frequency of dicentric chromosomes, micronuclei

and apoptosis 7 days after single or twice irradiation

with the same dose. The points are mean of 3

independent experiments.
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4. Discussion

The dose response curve obtained in early hours after

irradiation showed increased frequency of all three end-points

according to increasing the dose. Whereas the frequency of

dicentrics, micronucleus or apoptosis seven days after single or

twice irradiation showed decrement in frequency of all three end-

points 7 days after second irradiation. We performed this

experiment to induce higher probability of det rimental or repair

functions to quantify and compare the responses of them.

We concluded that the frequency of apoptotic cells are always

higher than other tow indicators which imply that other types of

chromosomal or DNA damage might occur that do not result in

structural aberrations or micronuclei. The frequency of apoptotic

cells might thus give a more realistic estimation of the total

amount of early or delayed radiation injury in irradiated cells

even in irradiated surviving cells.
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